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I have sometimes seen the whole tragedy of Job in a waking dream, the whole material passing before me in twilight shadows, losing itself in thick darkness, reappearing in light like the dawn, always changing, always solemn, always instructive: a thing that surely happened, because a thing now happening to everyman in all the substance of its eternal meaning.

Then I was wondering and wandering as a lonely cloud in search of a similar account. Suddenly Lo! A flashlight appears as if from nowhere yet from somewhere and the lightning gleams so glorious, so delicate yet ever forceful. The creator and master Malamud smiles. Now to bind them together in artistic similarities,... differences... oh!... miles to go before I ever sit and rest.

There come the guiding hands ever fresh and ever brilliant, with the dainty care of an artist whose life has been spent in learning and applying the art of colour to everything he touches. It’s Dr. Varghese John, from UC College. He has been very systematic and sincere and helpful in spite of his busy schedule. Without his untiring and unflagging help, this work would not have materialized. In fact, it took the real form with his careful and intelligent corrections. My gratitude for him is immense. No small debt of gratitude is owed to Prof. Geevarghese for the initial help and suggestions for its improvement.

Then come God’s messengers in a queue from here and there to soften it, smooth it, and polish it. Both St. Joseph’s Pontifical Seminaries, Mangalappuzha and Carmelgiri, the first in whole Asia with the huge colossal of collections of ancient and modern, took the main part. So enchanting and generous in lending, with the hands that give! ASRC with its vast ocean of collections and with so beaming and helping spirits, added a gem. Rena Fraden, a Jew, Professor of English in Pomona College, San Francisco and the visiting lecturer in the ASRC, with her quick brain put an excellent idea about the Jews in general. Her Father, Jules Fraden, California, a contemporary of Malamud,
gave some information about the situations in America in the fifties.

Then CIEFL with its modern techniques, U C College Principal, as the main brain, HOD and the other staff in the Department of English, library with the librarian and the staff, the teaching and the non-teaching in the office, Lending library ever willing to lend, St.Xavier’s with its huge collections of dictionaries and the variety of encyclopedias and of course the helpful hands in the computer center of St. Francis HS, all have a great role in the making of this humble thesis.

My superiors, my own community sisters, who have helped me a lot, and my own community library with its not less inspiring collections, set a pearl on it. My brothers, sisters, relatives, my colleagues in the college and many others showed keen interest and gave encouragement in the course of the years in which I struggled to complete this thesis in the midst of other duties.

Finally I remember all the thousands of students I’ve taught who have taught me more and kept me humble and continually questioning in the process... Oh, Thanks, thanks, and thousands of thanks to all of them. In return, nothing but promises of prayers in full measure, pressed down, shaken together and running over...
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